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FIVE COMPETITIVE FORCES INDUSTRY ANALYSIS 

Social Enterprise Financing 

 

Porter’s Five Competitive Forces is a tool used for industry analysis which looks at the five forces shaping 

strategy: 1) The Threat of Entry; 2) The Power of Supplier; 3) The Power of Buyer; 4) The Threat of 

Substitutes; and 5) The Rivalry Among Existing Competitors. 

This will be a useful tool for FSSI to see the full picture of the profitability potentials in the industry and 

make necessary adjustments on what opportunities to exploit and threats to work around. 

 Since social enterprise financing involves a lot of players with varying sizes, capacities and operation 

models, the study intends to focus on prominent institutions providing social enterprise funds such as 

banks, government corporations, nonprofit organizations and cooperative society/groups. 

 Due to limited literature available on the activities of government corporations and cooperatives as funder, 

most of the discussions revolved around the nonprofits and the bank sector. 

The Industry: Social Enterprise Financing 

Social enterprise is a “registered enterprise with triple bottom line outcomes. These include private 

cooperatives, cooperative unions, single proprietors, partnerships, corporations, non-stock and non-profit 

organizations (NGOs).”1 

In the Philippines, social enterprises are directly and explicitly served by two private foundations- the 

Foundation for a Sustainable Society, Inc. (FSSI) and Peace and Equity Foundation. Both are recipients of 

endowment funds which provided seed money for their establishment. To date, FSSI has 34 projects and 

218 million total loan approvals while PEF has 41 projects and 125 million total loan approvals in 2018. 

Since social enterprises don’t have a legal identity yet, they fall under the generic category of Micro, Small 

and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) which are currently served by the following main players: 

Universal Banks:  Landbank, DBP, PNB, BDO and RCBC 

Among universal banks, BDO has the biggest geographic coverage and total loan portfolio as of March 2019 

while RCBC was recently awarded as the Best Bank for SME in 2018. 

Thrift Banks: Chinabank Savings, CARD SME Bank  

Chinabank leads with 162 branches and 61,983.33M Net Total Loans in Mar 2019. 

Rural Banks and Cooperative Banks: CARD Bank and Opportunity Kauswagan Bank 

                                                           
1 FSSI definition of social enterprise 



CARD Bank has 57 branches and operate mostly in Luzon provinces. 

Cooperatives:   National Confederation of Cooperatives (NATCCO), Philippine Cooperative Central Fund 

Federation (PCF), Philippine Federation of Credit Cooperatives (PFCCO), MASS-SPECC, First Community 

Cooperative (FICCO) and other cooperatives 

Government Corporations: Small Bank Corporation (SBC) and People’s Credit and Finance Corporation 

(PCFC) 

NGOs: Micro-finance NGOs and Philippine Business for Social Progress (PBSP) 

PBSP helped 2,359 MSMEs through credit services with Php192M SMEC total disbursed funds for FY2017-

2018. 

 
Threat of Entry 
 

Threat of entry happens when newcomers bring in a new capacity to the industry in the hope of gaining a 

market share. “The higher the threat, the more the incumbents need to hold down the prices or boost 

investment to deter newcomers” (Porter, 2008, p.26). The threat of entry depends on the height of entry 

barriers and the reactions of incumbents to entrants.  

High capitalization is a major entry barrier in financing social enterprise. Nonprofit funders such as FSSI and 
PEF started with a multi-million-peso endowment funds while PBSP mobilized a huge sum of corporate 
donations to fund MSMEs, in general. However, this high-capital barrier can be tempered by the full foreign 
ownership policy of the government2 which is expected to attract more foreign banks and the growing 
interest of impact investors to the Philippine market. 3 Newcomers may also find their way in through 
technological innovations to slash the high-entry cost.  
  
Since social enterprises are geographically dispersed, the scale economies of the leading universal banks 
give them the edge to expand or upgrade their services at a relatively lower cost than their followers. 
Landbank, for instance, has 403 branches and present in all provinces. However, according to BSP, 591 out 
of 1,634 cities and municipalities still remain unbanked. BSP data also showed that 50.2 percent of MSMEs 
do not save and 49.5 percent still do not tap lending facilities.4 Thus, the unserved market is still huge 
enough to attract newcomers who want to get a piece of their share either through a niche or full market 
entry.  
  
More than just financing, social enterprises equally value the incumbents’ non-financial supports such as 
business skills, advice and network. Some even go as far as providing basic social services and value chain 
development to their target sectors. These non-financial supports significantly strengthen client’s loyalty 
to the funder, thereby, increasing customer’s switching costs. On the other hand, since most social 

                                                           
2 Government allows 100% foreign ownership in lending, financing and investment. 
3 Global Impact Investing Network in its August 2018 report mentioned that Philippines is the second biggest impact investing 

market in Southeast Asia in terms of capital deployed; USD 102 million from Private Impact Investors and USD 2.3 billion from 
Development Finance Institutions (DFIs). 
4Cu, Rea. 2017, March 1. Microfinance at PHL at crossroads. Business Mirror. Retrieved from 

https://businessmirror.com.ph/2017/03/01/microfinance-in-phl-at-crossroads/  

https://businessmirror.com.ph/2017/03/01/microfinance-in-phl-at-crossroads/


enterprises are product-based5, the industry still needs more experts on service-based business models in 
order to keep up with the high-growth service industry trends worldwide. Hence, new entrants may attract 
social enterprises who need the new capacity they are bringing in.  
 
In terms of retaliation, a vigorous response is less likely among banks who have the greater capacity to 
disrupt the current trends. They are still heavily serving the retail market and despite the Magna Carta law,6 
universal and commercial banks are still below their credit quota in providing SME loans, especially the 
micro and small enterprises group.7 
 
As shown in Figure 1, only rural banks 
and in some years, thrift banks, have 
met their loan quota for micro and 
small enterprises which is 8% of their 
total loan portfolio.  
 
Retaliation is less likely among non-
profit institutions, too, who usually 
don’t have enough financial latitude to 
prioritize research and pioneer 
innovation.    
  
 
Overall, the entry barriers and likelihood of retaliation are not strong enough to deter new entrants. Hence, 
the threat of entry is medium. 
 

The Power of Supplier  

The power of supplier looks at how suppliers can limit profitability through high price charging, limiting 

quality and shifting costs to buyers. The higher the supplier power, the less profitable the industry (Porter, 

2008). 

Suppliers of the industry are those who are their sources of assets and loanable funds. For financial 
institutions, these are depositors and investors. For non-profits, these are donors, grant-giving entities, 
endowment funds, etc. 

For banks and other financial institutions, suppliers’ switching costs are low because depositors and 
investors may easily switch to deposit or invest in many other banks as they prefer. There is a very big 
number of depositors and investors, but certain suppliers such as huge corporations and conglomerates 
who have significant deposits have high bargaining power. Differentiation among deposit products is not 
high given that they mainly compete on interest rates only.  Given this, supplier power is medium. 

                                                           
5 https://www.britishcouncil.ph/programmes/society/magazine/reaching-the-farthest-first 
6 Republic Act No. 9501 prescribes that banks must set aside 8% of their total loanable funds for micro and small firms while 2% 
should be allotted for medium-sized lenders, with the goal of boosting MSMEs by handing them credit for production and 
expansion. 
7 Lopez, Melissa Luz T. 2018, October 10. Big banks fail to meet required MSME lending. Business Mirror. Retrieved from 
https://www.bworldonline.com/big-banks-fail-to-meet-required-msme-lending/ 
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For nonprofits who largely depend on donations and grants, supplier power is also high. Their financial 
flexibility will be dependent on the donations and grants they are able to acquire, as there are many 
nonprofits with similar causes that anyone can contribute to. However, there are also established 
foundations like PBSP or corporate foundations, who have a steady stream of resources coming from their 
network. And there are those, such as FSSI, who were built through endowment funds and are sustained 
through interest revenue. In this case, FSSI is at an advantage because supplier power is low. To further 
diffuse supplier power, FSSI should leverage on the sheer volume of their fund to demand the best interest 
terms. It may choose to deal with only a few financial institutions, threatening to transfer the fund if 
required returns are not achieved. 

Since most financial providers have multiple fund sources, and no supplier group has dominant control over 
available financial services, the supplier power is generally low.  

The Power of Buyer 

The power of buyer captures how buyer can drive down profitability by asking discounts, demanding better 

quality and playing sellers off against each other (Porter, 2008). 

The most powerful buyer of social enterprise funds are the ones who are organized or merged to have a 

bigger voice to influence, greater capacity to absorb huge funds and higher potentials to scale up growth. 

The best example for this group is the federation or the second level, confederation of cooperatives8. They 

are relatively few as most social enterprises in the country are new or young. They are in the best position 

to negotiate for the most competitive deal- when buying large volumes- especially if available services are 

hardly distinguishable from each other. Besides, they can also backward-integrate9, providing the services 

of FSSI to their captured market, their cooperative members.  

Mergers are more practiced among cooperative banks as BSP encourages and incentivizes them. They do 

so in order to strengthen their financial position and operating efficiency.10 They are being positioned, too, 

to spur lending activities in the unbanked and the underserved areas in the countryside.  

In FSSI’s case, they are the National Confederation of Cooperatives (NATCCO), the largest confederation of 

cooperatives nationwide with over 300 cooperative members. Their buyer power is strong because their 

loan volume is unusually large. It is so large that a switch or non-renewal may already hurt FSSI’s financial 

prospects. It will also certainly have a ripple effect on FSSI’s relationships with other partners who are 

mostly cooperatives too. 

With the strong presence and sheer size of cooperative mergers and federations in the industry, the power 

of buyer is medium. 

 

                                                           
8 Comprised of consumer cooperatives with the intention of buying in “bulk” and if possible, organizing production. 
9 Backward integration is a form of vertical integration in which a company expands its role to fulfill tasks formerly completed by businesses up 

the supply chain. Companies often complete backward integration by acquiring or merging with these other businesses, but they can also do so 
on their own. 

10 Agcaoili, Lawrence. BSP approves merger of 3 co-op banks. 2012, February 29. Philippine Star Global. Retrieved from 

https://www.philstar.com/business/2012/02/29/781740/bsp-approves-merger-3-co-op-banks  

https://www.philstar.com/business/2012/02/29/781740/bsp-approves-merger-3-co-op-banks


The Threat of Substitutes 

“Substitute performs the same or similar function as an industry’s product by a different means” (Porter, 

2008). It limits profitability by placing a cap on prices. The higher the threat of substitutes, the less profitable 

the industry. 

Startups are mostly constrained by low capital, poor business skills and limited network to grow. To fill 

these market needs, innovative fund sourcing emerged giving entrepreneurs alternative financing options. 

They may go to incubators, venture capitalists, the crowd or the public and private-run innovation 

competitions. All of them require no hard assets, financial statements and upfront fees. Depending on the 

platform and idea, the process can be a lot faster and easier than the traditional fund sources.  

The incubators are organizations that offer startups shared operation space so that entrepreneurs enjoy a 
collaborative work environment with invaluable mentoring and networking opportunities, funding support 
and shared equipment. They may charge management fees, percentage of profits, sales of other services, 
etc. but switching to them is not difficult because their due diligence process is more relaxed compared to 
lending institutions. They understand and accept the low success rate of starting social enterprises, so 
these startups may prefer to work with incubators especially if complying with financing requirements 
poses a challenge to them. However, proximity is a concern as most incubators are in Metro Manila. 
(Examples: Hub for Innovation for Inclusion, Villgro Philippines, Impact Hub) 

Venture capitalists give money, advice and prestige to adolescent enterprises in high-growth industries 
before they get bought by an IPO. They attract startup entrepreneurs who are aggressive about growth 
and scaling up.11 (Examples: Manila Angel Investors Network (MAIN), CNN Philippines’ The Final Pitch, 
Kickstart, Future Now Ventures, Narra Venture Capital, Navegar Fund, Original Pitch Venture Capital) 

Through crowdfunding platforms, an entrepreneur can get donation, debt or equity from the crowd who 

asks no upfront fees. Entrepreneurs maximize them also as avenues to launch their product or idea and 

test public reactions.12 (Examples: The Spark Project, Kiva Philippines, GAVA Gives) 

Then there are crowdsourcing competitions sponsored by public and private organizations that give seed 
money, acceleration funds, grants, or other funding support for awarded social entrepreneurs.  The main 
cost of this kind of capital is the time, energy, and resources spent on joining competitions and nominations 
for awards. (Examples: World Vision’s Social Innovation Challenge, Good Design Award Philippines, Asia-
Pacific Youth SDG Innovative Awards, UN SDG Action Awards, BPI Sinag Award, among others) 

While these substitutes offer easy, fast and less costly financing options, their reach is very limited. Most 

of them are present only in Metro Manila and traction comes mostly from the innovative, tech-savvy 

millennial entrepreneurs.  

Even if venture capitalists have sufficient funds, they are very particular in choosing startups with a secured 

chance of getting bought by an IPO. Crowdfunding offers a low-cost approach but some traditional and 

countryside enterprises may deem it challenging to engage in this alternative online way of raising capital. 

                                                           
11 https://hbr.org/1998/11/how-venture-capital-works 
12 https://www.forbes.com/sites/alejandrocremades/2019/01/12/how-crowdfunding-works-for-entrepreneurs/#38090ff4c531 

https://hbr.org/1998/11/how-venture-capital-works
https://www.forbes.com/sites/alejandrocremades/2019/01/12/how-crowdfunding-works-for-entrepreneurs/#38090ff4c531


As to innovation competitions, only a few out of so many entries gets the chance to bring home the seed 

money. 

With some barriers to reach and usability, the threats of substitutes are still low but given the increasing 

trend of startups coming from the millennial segment13, the intensity of these threats will likely improve in 

the next few years.  

 

Rivalry Among Existing Competitors   

Rivalry is assessed by looking at the intensity and the basis of competition among existing players. High 

rivalry drives down profitability. 

More participants are coming into the industry with banks as the biggest and most visible, especially rural 
and cooperative banks. BSP reports an uptrend in their expansion as they simplify their requirements and 
processes for fund eligibility. They also develop a credit information system and credit risk database to 
“produce scoring models predicting the creditworthiness of SMEs to help improve their access to finance 
through risk-based lending and lessen the dependence of banks on collateral”.  As of June 2018, they have 
grown to 2,972 from 2,956 the previous month. 14 

 

With stronger financials and technology leverage, rural and cooperative banks are more poised to expand 
their reach and market share in the countryside. Figure 2 shows how they have achieved significant growth 
in their total loan portfolio for MSMEs in 2017 and 2018 while Figure 2 presents their increasing total loan 
portfolio for MSMEs in billion pesos. 

More MFIs and cooperatives are also expected to penetrate the microenterprise market as the government 
seeks for more credit facility partners to implement the Pondo sa Pagbabago at Pag-asenso (P3) program 
on the ground. P3 is a government initiative to give the top 30 poorest provinces access to micro business 
loans ranging from P5,000 to P200,000 without a collateral. With relatively lower interest rates, the P3 
program will most likely force rural banks to be more competitive in terms of service and interest rates.15  

                                                           
13 1 in 4 social enterprises in PH is led by a millennial according to British Council study. 
14 http://www.bsp.gov.ph/publications/media.asp?id=4798&yr=2018 
15 https://www.sbgfc.org.ph/programs-and-services/p3-program 
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Likewise, more participants are expected from the private sector as the required new sustainability index 
measurement starts this year either via grant-giving, impact investing and/or enabling the ecosystem.  

From the demand side, social enterprises continue to grow. The funding gap for SMEs still stands at P170 
billion, according to BSP (2017).16  

However, despite the increase in the number of participants, the strength of rivalry is not strong enough. 
First, only a few competitors are roughly equal in size and power. Banks compete but only in a few sectors. 
While Landbank stays strong in the fishermen and farmers’ sector, DBP actively expands to new sectors like 
infrastructure, energy and manufacturing.  BDO, on the other hand, takes leadership in the green 
movement. This shows that major incumbents compete on dimensions other than price. Nonprofits, on the 
other hand, collaborate instead of compete as they belong to the same consortium that further reinforces 
their commitment to the cause. Second, while some operate on a full-scale value chain (FSSI and PEF), 
others are still acquiring the expertise. Third, motivations also vary so as their commitment to the business 
growth and drive for leadership. Lastly, the differences in their rivalry approach could stem from the fact 
that these players, at the onset, differ in their mission and goals. Thus, the rivalry among existing 
competitors is generally low but with visibly stronger intensity in some market sub-segments.  
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16 https://businessmirror.com.ph/2017/03/01/microfinance-in-phl-at-crossroads/ 

https://businessmirror.com.ph/2017/03/01/microfinance-in-phl-at-crossroads/
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